



Robert Wallace and Maupertuis 
on the Comparison 
of Happiness and Misery
中　野　　　力
 Maupertuis thought that human life as a whole was more miserable 
than happy. His principles were based on Stoicism.  Since suicide was an 
idea of Stoicism, it could be said that the criticism against him of condoning 
suicide arose as a matter of course.  If it were true that he rejected suicide, 
the fundamental solution to escape misery would be lost.
 Wallace criticized Utopia and admitted the vices in the world. 
However, he did not necessarily think that the whole world was filled 
with vices. Even if vices exist, he thought that this world was not gloomy 
and that the natural, the animal and the human worlds were able to be 
harmonious. That was why he thought happiness was superior to misery.  
Furthermore, he thought mankind has abused liberty and, that by this 
abuse, vices enter the world. Since he thought it important that vices in this 
world were dependent on men instead of God, it seems at ﬁrst sight that to 
establish the superiority of happiness is not so important, but it becomes a 
great advantage in protecting Providence.
 After these arguments, he described a future state after death in which 
virtues were to be rewarded and vices were to be punished.  Thus it is 
understood that his arguments in Prospects were focused on vices. It could 
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（moment malheureux）と私は呼ぶ」
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